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What is the problem statement?

This varies across asset management firms and by use case within each firm. The
principal issues arise where the operating model brings data from different
processes and sources together to support business requirements and decision
making. Often the following results:
1.

A siloed and unintegrated view of data from source systems predominates;

2.

Data quality is highly variable;

3.

Data can often be misaligned, both temporally and semantically;

4.

‘Flush & fill’ models dominate and data is rarely if ever preserved in its original
form;

5.

Systems of record are rarely, if ever, immutable or globally bitemporal.
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A centralised and authoritative source of truth for investment and business data

One way to achieve this is to implement a data virtualisation layer. Virtualisation
creates the look and feel of a single unified data source. But have the core problem
statements been addressed? We offer the following answers:
1.

Yes

2.

No

3.

No

4.

No

5.

No

The value proposition from data virtualisation is often predicated on fast time to
value and a relatively quicker integration pathway.
The limiting factors tend to be the competencies and design principles of the
underlying source systems, how data is processed and managed, and the
technologies’ performance. Ultimately, a virtualisation layer is only as sophisticated
as the source systems and / or data it references.
We assert that several questions should be asked about the overall the data
architecture:
1.

Is data overwritten in each source system? Is data deleted from the source
system? In summary, are all the source systems immutable?

2.

Does each source system support bitemporal data and contain data which
supports querying in a bitemporal fashion (time stamps, versioning etc.)?

3.

Does each source system record the provenance of data and its lineage?

4.

Do each of the source systems contain data which is semantically the same
such that views of data throughout the virtualisation layer are consistent?

5.

Are the source systems relatable and aligned both from a primary ID
perspective and temporally?

6.

How performant would a data virtualisation layer be, considering that it likely
needs to call multiple legacy systems, with long historical data sets?

7.

Without an immutable, globally bitemporal data paradigm, do the age-old
problems of explaining the impact of changes in historical data get solved?
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‘Data Virtualisation Plus’ – dual sourcing to reach the target operating model

Data virtualisation can be a first and useful step in presenting a ‘unified view’ to
users within the investment firm and selling the vision of improved data. Speed of
integration, limited ETL (caveats apply) and early steps towards better data access
and centralisation can all build internal support. Despite these benefits,
virtualisation alone does not result in better source data.
A system such as Aprexo’s DMS is focussed on ‘getting the data right’, managing
the clash of data for different use cases in the operating model. It also addresses
data quality, alignment, provenance and lineage. It does this natively from the
cloud, is scalable, performant and bitemporal.
A two-pronged strategy of solving a subset of the core underlying data
management problems using Aprexo’s DMS, together with implementing a
virtualisation layer across many systems, including Aprexo, would support an asset
manager’s move to a long-term solution for data consumers and begin strategic
steps towards resolving the problems with systems of record, all relatively
inexpensively.
The roll-out of Aprexo’s DMS can initially focus on discrete areas and expand to
cover more domains over time. A solid foundation for the asset management firm’s
very long-term operating requirements can begin to be created now. Rearchitecting
with a virtualisation technology without addressing the core underlying data store
shortcomings can only be a sticking plaster solution.
Over time, with such a dual approach:
•

Virtualisation would be used as an insulating wrapper to shield downstream
users from changes in the underlying data sources and technologies;

•

Reporting data warehouses could gradually be removed, reducing support
costs;

•

Downstream processes will become more efficient due to Aprexo’s ability to
surface all data with good lineage and provenance;

•

End users would be able to interrogate and understand historic data changes
themselves using Aprexo’s ability to near-instantly explain the past
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bitemporally, significantly freeing up engineering time from ad hoc support
activities.
One further benefit of such a dual sourcing approach is that the semantic field
mapping only needs to be done once (for the two systems simultaneously) rather
than be repeated for the second system at a later date. Virtualisation does not solve
semantic misalignment between systems of record.
This gradual dual source approach would enable an asset manager to take
advantage of Aprexo’s new data paradigm and minimise the commercial risks of
selecting a small supplier. The extra costs of this approach would be marginal,
Aprexo’s pricing is consumption driven and the asset manager would only pay in
line with its use.
Comparing Data Virtualisation Plus with the problem statement

1.

A siloed and unintegrated view of data from source systems predominates

Virtualisation gives a unified view;
2.

Data quality is highly variable

Raised data quality from improved data management and governance
processes;
3.

Data can often be misaligned, both temporally and semantically;

Data is single-sourced and the system of record persists everything in near
real time;
4.

‘Flush & fill’ models dominate and data is rarely if ever preserved in its original
form;

Data is well-lineaged with clear provenance
5.

Systems of record are rarely, if ever, immutable or globally bitemporal

Data is stored bitemporally to a high client and regulatory audit standard.

For more information about Aprexo, to explore our Enterprise Data Hub, Master

Data Management, IBOR or IBOR-Lite solutions or to arrange a demo visit
www.aprexo.com or email markus.ruetimann@aprexo.com.

